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ABSTRACT

The characteristics and capabilities of link measurement and simulation equipment for the
NASA ground stations supporting the SEASAT-A synthetic aperture radar (SAR) are
described. The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) SEASAT-A SAR
Simulator generates SAR radar and data link signals, including chirp, radar return, pilot,
PRN radar timing, and noise components. After injection into and passage through the
STDN SAR equipment, the simulated SAR signals are processed in real time to determine
ground support equipment readiness and performance.

The equipment has been used to verify the performance of SAR unique support equipment
prior to site delivery and during integration testing at NASA, European Space Agency
(ESA), and Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) ground support stations. It has
also been used to test SAR flight equipment. It is currently being used for site prepass
readiness testing.

INTRODUCTION

The SEASAT-A spacecraft contains an experimental synthetic aperture radar developed by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (1). The SEASAT-A SAR imaging system will provide all-
weather imaging of sea and land surfaces with a processed resolution of 25 by 25 meters.

There will be no on-board data storage or processing of the surface radar reflections
because of the high SAR data rate. This limits imaging to times when SEASAT-A is in
view of one of the five ground stations equipped with special SAR demodulating,
formatting, and recording equipment. These are the three NASA STDN stations, the ESA
station, and the Canadian station. To minimize bandwidth allocation problems, the SAR
data is transmitted to these stations by an analog rather than a digital data link.



There are two features of this system that differ in important ways from other telemetry
systems supported by the STDN. First, the SAR return data passes through most of the
STDN equipment in analog form. Because of this, most of the station equipment must meet
analog specifications that are characteristic of a high-resolution SAR (some of which are
time-consuming and difficult to measure at a remote site). Second, the eventual digitizing
of the SAR return data occurs at the STDN sites and results in very high data rates
(117.5 Mb/s) for the formatting and recording equipment.

These problems have led to the development of special test equipment, described herein,
that is used for integration, checkout, and end-to-end readiness and maintenance testing of
the portion of the SAR imaging system located at the receiving station.

SAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The SEASAT-A SAR system provides images of 100 km swaths to the right of the
spacecraft surface track. The resolution of the images is 25 meters in both the along-track
and cross-track dimensions. The cross-track resolution is obtained by pulse compression.
The along-track resolution is achieved by coherent processing of radar returns received by
the SAR antenna as it occupies successive positions along the flight path. This processing
forms an array with a synthetic aperture several kilometers long.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the SAR imaging system. The SAR transmitter generates
pulsed, chirped signals from a stable source at an approximate 1500 Hz pulse repetition
rate. The center frequency of the SAR output is 1275 MHz (L band).

The pulses are transmitted to the earth’s surface via the SAR antenna, which has a 1E by
6E fan beam. The 6E beamwidth illuminates a 100 km swath centered about 300 km to the
right of the spacecraft surface track. The radar backscatter from the surface is received by
the SAR antenna and amplified by the SAR receiver.

The output of the SAR antenna is applied to the SAR data link, which linearly translates
the L-band returns to 2265 MHz (S band) and adds coherent pilot and PRN-encoded PRF
signals for maintenance of phase and timing references needed in the ground-processing
function. This composite signal is radiated to the selected ground station by the data link
antenna.

Figure 2 shows the time waveform of the data link signal radiated to the ground station.
The actual target echo occupies less than half of the interpulse interval, and its position
within this interval is a variable that depends on orbit altitude and pulse repetition
frequency (PRF). The narrow RF pulses occur at the PRF and result from leakage of the
radar transmission through the radar receiver isolation circuitry. White noise from the SAR



receiver is present during the entire interpulse interval at a level determined by the gain
setting of the SAR receiver. Also present during the entire interpulse interval is the pilot
and PRN added by the data link.

The data link signal is received by an antenna at the NASA STDN station and is amplified
by a low-noise parametric amplifier. The signal is down-converted and applied to a phase-
locked receiver that tracks and performs an AGC function using the pilot component of the
composite data link signal. The output of this receiver is applied to a special SAR data link
demodulator (2) that decodes the PRN signal and reconstitutes coherent echo, PRF, and
sample clock signals required by the recorder formatting equipment. The echo output is an
offset video signal with a bandwidth of 19 MHz centered at 11.4 MHz.

The demodulator offset video output is applied to the SAR data formatting and recording
system, also located at the STDN station. The data formatter (3) digitizes the offset video
signal during the intervals containing the radar echos at the sample clock rate of 45.5 x 106

samples per second, buffers the digital samples to extend the echo data flow over the entire
radar interpulse period, merges timing and status information into this data, and then
outputs all this data as a continuous serial data stream at 117.5 Mb/s. Finally, this data
stream is recorded on a high-data-rate recorder.

The digital tapes are transported to a JPL data-processing facility where the digital data is
played back and reconverted to analog form. The analog playback is applied to an optical
processor adjusted for orbital parameters, which converts the playback to images.

STDN SAR GROUND SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS

Three stations of the NASA STDN are equipped to support the SEASAT-A SAR imaging
system within the United States. These sites are located in Alaska, California, and Florida.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the SAR ground-support equipment located at each STDN
site. The equipment shown in Fig. 3 up to and including the MFR is standard NASA
STDN equipment. The demodulator, formatter, control unit, recorder, and the SAR
Simulator are the STDN SAR-unique equipment. The requirement for the SAR Simulator
was established early enough in the STDN SAR-unique equipment development program
to include it as a integral part of the equipment complement. Figure 4 shows the MFR rack
and the three racks containing the SAR unique equipment. Figure 5 is a photograph of the
SAR Simulator portion of this equipment.



SAR SIMULATOR EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the STDN SEASAT SAR Simulator and the site SAR
ground support equipment.

The simulator transmitter generates chirped signals, a pilot signal, a PRN-encoded signal,
and simulated return noise, all at a 91 MHz center frequency and at the nominal SAR data
link relative levels. These modulation components are selectable in five combinations. The
91 MHz compositely modulated signal is mixed to the four NASA site interface
frequencies (2265, 465, 110, and 11.4 MHz) for injection into the site equipment.

The transmitter chirp generator generates signals that simulate radar. leakage and a point-
target return. It uses a surface acoustic wave dispersive delay line (SAW DDL) from the
same mask as that used to make the satellite SAR DDL. Because the center frequency of
this device is 91 MHz, all transmitter modulation components are initially generated at this
frequency and then mixed to one of the four required output frequencies.

Within the chirp generator, a high-speed switch gates 1.5 cycles of 91 MHz from the
transmitter frequency synthesizer into the SAW DDL. This results in a DDL RF Impulse
input with a broad spectrum centered at 91 MHz. The SAW DDL has a negative
frequency-versus-time-dispersion characteristic of 0.56 Mz/µs. Thus, the higher
frequencies (.100 MHz) of the input RF impulse spectrum emerge first and the lower
frequencies (.80 MHz) appear after about 34 µs. The 16 ns RF impulse is spread in time
to more than 34 µs and the output is swept (chirped) in frequency.

After amplification and limiting, the time-spread signal is fed to a second gate circuit
where it is sliced at ±17 µs, corresponding to a frequency span of ±9.5 MHz about 91
MHz.

The transmitter uses coding circuitry similar to the spacecraft data link design to provide a
PRN-encoded PRF signal.

The modulation/summing circuitry within the transmitter biphase modulates the PRN code
onto the pilot with a 45E peak modulation index, resulting in equal pilot and PRN levels. It
then sums the modulation components into a composite modulated signal.

An output converter translates the 91 MHz compositely modulated output to the four
NASA ground station interface frequencies, using a coherently referenced synthesized
signal generator.



Figure 7 shows the spectrum of the transmitter output signal after translation to one of the
output frequencies. Figure 8 shows the time waveform of the transmitter output.

Within an interpulse interval, the transmitter output is described by

(1)

where

As shown in Fig. 6, the transmitter output may be injected at several points along the SAR
ground equipment chain. There are also several points along this equipment chain where
the signals may be switched into the SAR Simulator receiving and processing circuitry for
measurement and evaluation.

The SAR Simulator may receive signals in analog or digital form. When receiving signals
in digital form, a video regenerator is used to perform the inverse function of the SAR data
formatter described previously.

The video regenerator may receive the 117.5 Mb/s bit stream directly from the data
formatter or from the recorder playback. It uses high-speed emitter-coupled logic to
achieve synchronization with the data in the bit stream. It then demultiplexes and displays
time and status data, debuffers the digital samples of offset video, and converts these



samples to analog offset video at the full 45.5 x 106 sample per second rate. A special D/A
converter design is used to achieve glitch-free conversion with intersample settling times
of about 4 ns.

The simulator receiver may take its analog offset video input from the video regenerator
D/A converter or from the last linear point prior to A/D conversion within the formatter.
Within the simulator receiver, the incoming offset video is upconverted to a 91 MHz
bandpass signal that is applied to a second SAW DDL for compression of the chirped
signal. The simulator provides for time inversion of the input to this DDL. For the ideal
case, the DDL output is the autocorrelation function of the input signal. The equation for
this output is given by (4):

(2)

where

T = chirp pulse duration, and
B = chirp frequency excursion.

The approximation to (sin x)/x for the envelope of Eq. 2 improves as TB increases.
Amplitude and phase distortion within the simulator and the equipment under test causes
deviation from the ideal shape.

The simulator uses two transversal filters for Taylor and uniform weighting of the
compressed pulse. These filters are also used to equalize simulator amplitude and phase
distortion that occurs within their constraint range.

The Taylor equalizer reduces the (sin x)/x sidelobes on its compressed pulse input to levels
approximating 30 dB Taylor weighting with four coefficients. For an input envelope
function given by

W0(t) = (sin BBt)/BBt, (3)

the Taylor weighting amounts to adding seven (sin x)/x terms with amplitudes given by the
Taylor coefficients (5). Thus, the equalizer output waveform envelope is given by

(4)

where Fm are the Taylor coefficients.



For the simulator transversal filter, this addition of terms is accomplished by appropriate
adjustment of amplitude and phase of six tapping signals that are summed with the center
tap signal.

The uniform transversal filter uses only three taps to adjust the compressed pulse 3 dB
width for resolution measurements.

PERFORMANCE AND TESTING

When processed within the receiver, the simulator transmitter output signal approximates
the SAR range channel impulse response, which is convolved with surface reflectivity in
the radar map generation process. Because the SEASAT-A SAR system is linear to first
order, the degradations to this impulse response introduced by the STDN support
equipment are important descriptors of site performance.

Figures 9 through 13 show photographs of this impulse response function for the simulator
calibration mode at various processing stages within the receiver. Figures 9 and 10 are
time waveform and spectrum photographs of offset video waveforms at the receiver input.
Figures 11 and 12 are photographs of the compressed pulses in the Taylor and uniform
weighting modes, respectively. Figure 13 shows an expansion of the compressed pulse to
2 ns per division. This display is useful in determining system jitter at low signal levels.

Table 1 summarizes the significant performance characteristics of the simulator.

Table 1
SAR Simulator Performance Characteristics

Chirp FM slope  0.562 MHz/µs ±0.2%
Chirp frequency excursion  19.05 ±0.05 MHz
Chirp pulse width  33.92 ±0.35 µs
Compressed pulse sidelobe structure

Uniform: first sidelobe 13.2 ± 0.5 dB
Taylor: all sidelobes # 28 dB

Uniform compressed pulse 3 dB mainlobe width # 47 ns
Noise bandwidth 26.5 ±2 MHz
Chirp signal-to-noise ratio # 35 dB in 26.5 MHz bandwidth
PRF/compressed pulse relative jitter (cal mode) #1 ns
PRF 1464, 1540, 1581, and 1647 pps
PN code chip rate 5.9 to 6.8 MHz
SVR maximum data rate 120 Mb/s
SVR buffer memory capacity (1 SAR return) 68.4 kb



SVR buffer load time 582 µs
SVR buffer playout time 300.46 µs
SVR output sample rate 45.53 x 106 words/s
SVR D/A settling time ±1/2 LSB in 4 ns

SUMMARY

The implementation of complex analog and digital equipment with a primary radar function
creates serious testing problems at a remote site primarily designed for digital telemetry
support. The STDN SAR Simulator provides the special test capability needed for ground
support of SEASAT-A.
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Fig. 1  SEASAT-A SAR Imaging System Block Diagram

Fig. 2  SAR Datalink Time Waveform and Spectrum Characteristics



Fig. 3  STDN Site-Located SAR Ground Support Equipment

Fig. 4  STDN SEASAT-A SAR Support Equipment



Fig. 5  STDN SEASAT-A SAR Simulator

Fig. 6  Block Diagram of STDN SEASAT SAR Simulator and Associated SEASAT
SAR Ground Support Equipment



Fig. 7  Composite SAR Simulator Spectrum

Fig. 8  SAR Simulator Time Waveform



Fig. 9 Regenerated Offset Video Oscilloscope Display

Frequency 11.4 MHz pilot
Scanwidth 3 MHz/siv.
Scantime 10 ms/div.
Bandwidth 100 kHz

Fig. 10 Linear Offset Video Spectrum Analyzer Display



Fig. 11 Taylor Weighted Compressed Pulse Oscilloscope Display

Fig. 12  Uniformly Weighted Compressed Pulse Oscilloscope Display

Fig. 13  Compressed Pulse Jitter Oscilloscope Display (2-second exposure)


